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"The evolution of our brand stages SGM
as a powerful, progressive digital
marketing company at the center of a
constantly-connected and ever-changing
world."

FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA, USA,
September 20, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/
-- Savage Global Marketing, a Florida-
based digital marketing solutions
provider, recently rebranded and unveiled
a redesigned logo and website. In 2013,
Christopher Savage’s love for people,
business and online marketing led him to
launch what became Savage Global
Marketing, a full service digital marketing
company dedicated to researching,
planning, executing, and managing
online marketing campaigns for
companies of all sizes. Today, Savage
Global Marketing’s repositioning is led by
the addition of The Lion Pride, the full
experience marketing SGM services, as
well as the release of our new home.

Driven by a genuine passion for
marketing and indisputable love for
customer service, Christopher Savage
founded Savage Global Marketing with
one goal in mind: to do better by helping
other individuals succeed. These traits
are shown in the business’ ethics and

culture, which are the main secrets for the company’s success. For three years, Savage Global
Marketing has been offering world renowned SEO services, website design & development, social
media boosting and management, press release distribution, content creation, mobile app creation,
artwork and logo creation, to name a few. However, the digital marketing process tool has undergone
a significant transformation in past few years, and so has the company.

“The new identity had to satisfy all of the existing expectations of what our original brand stands for,
while simultaneously moving the name forward to acknowledge the maturity, functionality, and
diversity of the entire product, making Savage Global Marketing family the cornerstone of our
branding worldwide,” said Christopher Savage, founder and Chief Executive Officer of Savage Global
Marketing.

Since 2013, SGM has been helping managers and business owners build, market, and grow their
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The new identity had to
satisfy all of the existing
expectations of what our
original brand stands for,
while simultaneously moving
it forward to acknowledge the
maturity and diversity of the
product.
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customer base. With this rebranding, Savage Global
Marketing is focusing exclusively on optimal strategies and
execution, which have always been its core strength. The new
face and feels for SGM highlights the company’s three service
pillars: Search Engine Optimization (SEO), Website Design &
Development, and Business-to-Business Marketing Solutions.

“The evolution of our brand identity stages Savage Global
Marketing as a powerful, proven and progressive digital
marketing company at the center of a constantly-connected
and ever-changing world,” said the CEO. “Our brand
enhancement is more than just a logo and home makeover –
it is a reflection of our company’s renewed commitment to

being a strategic partner to our clients. We are excited to continue to provide them the tools and
strategies necessary to help their business succeed.”

Savage Global Marketing has been providing excellent customer service for the past 3 years, while
staying up to date with the latest online marketing trends and updates. With messages such as
“Quality Over Quantity”, the company has proven to visualize ideas and build imaginations. Despite
your budget and needs, SGM is in it for the relationship, not the profit. We invite you to visit
www.savageglobalmarketing.com and see the new face of Savage Global Marketing!

ABOUT SAVAGE GLOBAL MARKETING

Based in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, Savage Global Marketing serves small business owners and larger
enterprises as leading provider of online marketing solutions. Providing a range of digital marketing
services from search engine optimization (SEO), social media boosting, and reputation management,
the company is more than just an online marketing agency – Savage Global Marketing is a strategic
partner to your business, working diligently with you for your success. With years of online marketing
experience, SGM has developed in-house leading technology processes, rather than subcontracting
methods and services. In this manner, Savage Global Marketing ensures quality and efficiency of all
of its services to each and every client.
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